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Abstract: Video quality assessment (VQA) plays a vital role in the field of video process⁃
ing, including areas of video acquisition, video filtering in retrieval, video compression, vid⁃
eo restoration, and video enhancement. Since VQA has gained much attention in recent
years, this paper gives an up⁃to⁃date review of VQA research and highlights current chal⁃
lenges in this filed. The subjective study and common VQA databases are first reviewed.
Then, a survey on the objective VQA methods, including full⁃reference, reduced⁃reference,
and no⁃reference VQA, is reported. Last but most importantly, the key limitations of cur⁃
rent research and several challenges in the field of VQA are discussed, which include the
impact of video content, memory effects, computational efficiency, personalized video quali⁃
ty prediction, and quality assessment of newly emerged videos.
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1 Introduction

I

n recent years, video ⁃ based applications (e.g., video
conferencing, video surveillance, and digital televi⁃
sion) are growing rapidly in all walks of life. Especial⁃
ly, with the evolution of network and video technolo⁃
gies, people can capture videos to record their daily life with
portable mobile devices wherever and whenever they like, and
share the interesting ones with other people through social net⁃
working services. There is no doubt that video traffic has been
the largest part of Internet traffic. However, videos pass
through several processing stages before they finally reach the
end users of the videos (typically the human consumers). Most
of these stages impair the perceived video quality, while some
of them try to improve the perceived video quality. Therefore,
to provide a satisfying end ⁃ user experience, video quality as⁃
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sessment (VQA) is a crucial step in many video⁃based applica⁃
tions. VQA has many practical applications, including quality
monitoring in real time; performance evaluation of video sys⁃
tems for video acquisition, compression, transmission, en⁃
hancement, display, and so on; and perceptual optimization of
video systems.
VQA can be achieved by subjective VQA or objective VQA.
The most reliable way to assess the perceived video quality is
subjective VQA, which asks the subjects to rate the perceived
video quality and processes the subjective ratings to obtain the
overall video quality score. However, it is hard to carry out the
subjective study in real ⁃ time video ⁃ based applications, since
the subjective experiments are inconvenient, expensive, and in⁃
efficient. To automatically predict perceived video quality in
real⁃time video⁃based applications, we need efficient and effec⁃
tive objective VQA methods.
Subjective VQA is still necessary since we need to bench⁃
mark the objective VQA methods with the“ground truth”pro⁃
vided by the subjective VQA, although it has so many draw⁃
backs. Many researchers throw themselves into subjective
VQA to construct benchmarking databases. In short, one con⁃
structs a video database that can reflect the variety of video
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content and distortions in the considered applications, and the
conducted subjective study enables the constructed video data⁃
base to be a benchmarking VQA database.
Developing objective VQA methods that correlate well with
subjective VQA is the main goal of VQA research. According
to the availability of reference videos, objective VQA methods
include three types: full⁃reference VQA (FR⁃VQA), reduced⁃
reference VQA (RR⁃VQA), and no⁃reference VQA (NR⁃VQA).
FR⁃VQA methods, such as motion⁃based video integrity evalu⁃
ation (MOVIE) index [1], require the distorted video and the
corresponding pristine reference video as well. The complete
access to the reference video accounts for the excellent perfor⁃
mance of FR⁃VQA methods since FR⁃VQA can be seen as the
fidelity measure. RR ⁃ VQA methods, such as spatio ⁃ temporal
reduced reference entropic differences (ST ⁃ RRED) [2], lie
somewhere between FR ⁃ VQA and NR ⁃ VQA, and only need
partial information of the reference video in addition to the dis⁃
torted one. Compared to FR ⁃ VQA, RR ⁃ VQA can achieve a
good tradeoff between bandwidth occupation and superb perfor⁃
mance. NR ⁃ VQA methods, such as video intrinsic integrity
and distortion evaluation oracle (VIIDEO) [3], predict the per⁃
ceived video quality without any access to the reference video.
Since the reference videos are unavailable in most practical ap⁃
plications, NR⁃VQA is preferable but also more challenging.
The research field of VQA is in a rapid growth, with the fact
that more and more works on new VQA methods, extensions of
existing ones, and applications of these VQA methods to other
disciplines are put forward every year. The goal of this paper is
to provide an up⁃to⁃date review of the recent advances of VQA
research as a complement to the previous reviews in [4] and
[5], and more importantly to highlight the current challenges in
this research field. Based on the overview of recent VQA meth⁃
ods, we discuss key limitations of the current VQA research
and highlight some challenges in the field of VQA research
that we are facing nowadays, including but not limited to the
impact of video content, the memory effects and long⁃term de⁃
pendencies, the computational efficiency and memory efficien⁃
cy, the personalized video quality prediction, and the quality
assessment of newly emerged videos (e.g., high dynamic range
(HDR) panoramic videos) as well as quality assessment guided
perceptual optimization of video systems.
This paper is organized as follows. A briefly review on the
subjective VQA and public benchmarking VQA databases is
presented in Section 2. Section 3 reviews the recent proposed
objective VQA methods including FR⁃VQA, RR⁃VQA and NR⁃
VQA methods. The key limitations of current VQA research
and the challenges in developing effective and efficient VQA
methods are discussed in Section 4. Finally, we have a con⁃
cluding remark in Section 5.

2 Subjective Study and VQA Databases

Subjective video quality, i.e., the video quality perceived by
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humans, is the most accurate estimation of video quality since
humans are the ultimate video receivers. To collect the subjec⁃
tive video quality scores, one must first construct a video data⁃
base that can reflect the“real distribution”of videos in the ap⁃
plication, ensuring the content diversity and distortion (level
and type) diversity. Then he can select a suitable method to
conduct the subjective study on the database.
The ITU [6] provides the standard settings for the subjective
study of video quality. There are many subjective study meth⁃
ods to collect the subjective ratings, including the single⁃stimu⁃
lus (SS) and absolute category rating (ACR) method; ACR with
hidden reference (ACR ⁃ HR); double stimulus impairment
scale (DSIS); double stimulus continuous quality scale (DSC⁃
QS); pair comparison (PC); subjective assessment of multime⁃
dia video quality (SAMVIQ); single stimulus continuous quali⁃
ty evaluation (SSCQE). PC can provide more reliable subjec⁃
tive quality. However, in terms of the number of videos n , its
2
time complexity is Ο( n ) , while the complexity of other meth⁃
ods is only O( n ) . So some researchers have devoted them⁃
selves to improve the PC method by HodgeRank on random
graphs [7], active sampling [8], etc.
Table 1 summarizes some common VQA databases [9]-[18]
with the information about the number of reference/distorted
videos, distortion types, score types, and the chosen subjective
study methods. More VQA databases can be found in a collec⁃
tion of image and video resources on the Winkler’s website
[19]. The distorted videos in the first six VQA databases are all
obtained by applying compression and transmission errors to
the reference videos, and we refer the distortions in these vid⁃
eos as simulated distortions, since we can reproduce exactly
the same distorted videos. However, the last four VQA databas⁃
es contain no reference videos, and the distorted videos in
them are authentically distorted, by which we mean that we
cannot easily reproduce the same distorted videos. Actually,
the simulated distortions are induced by post⁃processing, while
the authentic ones are already induced during the video cap⁃
ture process. The traditional VQA databases have been ana⁃
lyzed in previous literatures, such as [20]. Here, we give more
information about the last four VQA databases that include au⁃
thentic distortions.
Camera Video Database (CVD2014) [15] includes complex
authentic distortions induced during the video acquisition pro⁃
cess. It contains 234 videos of resolution 640×480 or 1 280×
720 recorded by 78 different cameras. In addition to the video
quality, the conductors also ask the subjects to give ratings
about sharpness, graininess, color balance, darkness, and jerki⁃
ness. One should know that, unlike previous databases,
CVD2014 enables the audios in the videos. The database pro⁃
vides the raw subjective ratings, which means all the ratings
from different subjects are available. The realigned MOS rang⁃
es from-6.50 to 93.38.
LIVE⁃Qualcomm Subjective Mobile In⁃Capture Video Quali⁃
ty Database [16] aims at authentic, in⁃capture video distortions
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▼Table 1. VQA databases with the subjective study methods, numbers of
(#) reference/distorted videos and score types
VQA Database

Subjective Study Method

#Reference/Distorted Videos

Score Type**

VQEG HDTV [10]

ACR⁃HR

49/740

Raw

LIVE [12]

ACR⁃HR

VQEG FR⁃TV Phase I [9]
EPFL⁃PoliMI [11]

DSCQS

SS/ACR

LIVE Mobile [13]

SSCQE⁃HR

CVD2014 [15]

SS/ACR

CSIQ [14]

LIVE⁃Qualcomm [16]

SAMVIQ
SS/ACR

22/352
12/156

DMOS+σ
Raw

10/150

DMOS+σ

12/216

DMOS+σ

10/200
None/234
None/208

DMOS+σ
Raw

and reviewed [4], while Shahid et al. [5] classi⁃
fied and reviewed NR⁃VQA methods three years
later. The research of VQA is in a rapid growth,
and it has gained more attention in recent years.
There have been a lot of newly proposed VQA
methods since the two review articles published,
thus an up⁃to⁃date review of the recent progress
in VQA research is needed. Here, we give an
overview of the recent advances of FR⁃VQA, RR⁃
VQA, and NR ⁃ VQA methods in the following
three subsections.

MOS+σ

3.1 Full⁃Reference Video Quality Assessment
The research of FR⁃VQA methods has a long
LIVE⁃VQC [18]
SS/ACR
None/585
MOS+σ
history. Since the FR⁃VQA methods have full ac⁃
cess to the reference information, they can usual⁃
The subjective study of KoNViD⁃1k and LIVE⁃VQC is conducted on the crowdsourcing platform.
ly achieve an acceptable performance. Structur⁃
σ indicates the standard deviation of subjective rating and“raw”means that all subjective data are available.
al information is proved to be essential for image
ACR: absolute category rating
KoNViD⁃1k: Konstanz Natural Video Database
quality assessment (IQA), so it should be also
ACR⁃HR: ACR with hidden reference
LIVE: Laboratory for Image & Video Engineering
CSIQ: Computational and Subjective Image Quality
LIVE⁃VQC: LIVE Video Quality Challenge Database
useful for VQA. Different from images, videos
CVD2014: Camera Video Database
MOS: mean opinion score
DMOS: difference mean opinion score
SAMVIQ: subjective assessment of multimedia
have one more dimension over the time axis. So
DSCQS: double stimulus continuous quality scale
video quality
motion information should also be crucial for
EPFL⁃PoliMI: École Polytechnique Fédérale de
SS: single stimulus
Lausanne and Politecnico di Milano
SSCQE: single stimulus continuous quality evaluation
VQA. Furthermore, to develop an FR ⁃ VQA
FR⁃TV: full⁃reference television
VQA: video quality assessment
method that correlates well with human percep⁃
HDTV: high definition television
VQEG: Video Quality Experts Group
tion, investigating the knowledge of human visu⁃
since the simulated distortions in previous databases cannot re⁃
al system (HVS) is very helpful. We roughly classify the FR ⁃
flect these in ⁃ capture distortions. It consists of 208 videos of
VQA methods into three categories, i.e., structural information
resolution 1 920 × 1 080 captured by eight different smart ⁃
guided methods, motion information tuned methods, and HVS
phones and models six in ⁃ capture distortions (artifacts, color,
inspired perceptual hybrid methods.
exposure, focus, sharpness, and stabilization). The subjective
(1) Structural information guided methods: Due to the suc⁃
study is carried out on 39 subjects, and the realigned MOS
cess of structural similarity (SSIM) [21] in the field of IQA,
ranges from 16.5621 to 73.6428.
some works in the field of VQA exploit the structural informa⁃
Konstanz Natural Video Database (KoNViD⁃1k) [17] focuses
tion. The most direct work that extends SSIM to video domain
on authentic distortions“in the wild”. To guarantee the video
is proposed in [22]. Wang and Li [23] consider the frame⁃wise
content diversity, it comprises a total of 1200 videos of resolu⁃
SSIM with motion associated weighting, where the motion infor⁃
tion 960×540 that are fairly sampled from a large public video
mation is obtained from a statistical model of human visual
dataset, YFCC100M. In terms of the video content diversity,
speed perception. With a novel concept of motion vector reuse,
KoNViD⁃1k is now the largest VQA database in the communi⁃
Moorthy and Bovik propose an efficient FR ⁃ VQA method,
ty. The large scale subjective study is not suitable to be con⁃
called the motion compensated SSIM (MC⁃SSIM) [24]. In [25],
ducted in the laboratory environments, so the crowdsourcing
hysteresis effect is found in the subjective study, so temporal
platform is chosen. KoNViD ⁃ 1k also provides the raw data of
hysteresis pooling is applied to frame ⁃ wise SSIM, which is
the subjective study, and the MOS ranges from 1.22 to 4.64.
proved to be better than simply taking an average. Wang et al.
LIVE Video Quality Challenge Database (LIVE ⁃ VQC) [18]
extract structural information from local spatial ⁃ temporal re⁃
is another VQA database including authentic distortions“in
gions [26]. More specifically, the structural information in the
the wild”
. Same as KoNViD⁃1k, the large⁃scale study of LIVE⁃
local space⁃time region is represented by the largest eigenval⁃
VQC is also conducted on the crowdsourcing platform. The
ue and its corresponding eigenvector of the 3D structure ten⁃
subjective study has 4 776 unique participants, yielding more
sor. Besides luminance, contrast, structure similarity, Xu et al.
than 205 000 opinion scores on the 585 videos.
consider the space⁃temporal texture by a rotation sensitive 3D
texture pattern [27]. Motivated by the contrast effect, they re⁃
fine the frame quality score based on the score of the previous
3 Objective Video Quality
frame. In [28], Park et al. propose a video quality pooling meth⁃
Assessment
od to pool the frame⁃wise SSIM scores, which emphasizes the
In 2011, FR ⁃ VQA and RR ⁃ VQA methods were classified
“worst”scores in the space⁃time regions.
KoNViD⁃1k* [17]

SS/ACR

None/1 200

Raw

*

*

**
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(2) Motion information tuned methods: Motion information is
very important in the videos, and this encourages developing
VQA methods that utilize motion information. Seshadrinathan
and Bovik put forward the MOVIE index, an FR⁃VQA method
that considers motion perception [1]. It captures spatial distor⁃
tions by spatial MOVIE maps and temporal distortions by tem⁃
poral MOIVE maps, where the temporal MOVIE index is calcu⁃
lated with the guide of additional motion vector information.
Vu et al. extend the most apparent distortion (MAD) index [29]
to the video domain by taking into account of human percep⁃
tion on motion distortions, resulting the spatial⁃temporal MAD
(ST ⁃ MAD) method for FR ⁃ VQA [30]. Finding that distortions
can affect local optical flow statistics, Manasa and Channap⁃
payya measure the amount of distortions by the deviations of
these statistics from the pristine optical flow statistics [31].
Yan and Mou [33] decompose the spatiotemporal slice images
into simple motion areas and complex motion areas, and then
use gradient magnitude standard deviation (GMSD) [32] to esti⁃
mate the distortions in these two parts.
(3) HVS inspired perceptual hybrid methods: The goal of ob⁃
jective VQA is to predict video quality that correlates well with
human perception, so HVS mechanism can inspire new ideas
on VQA. Aydin et al. [34] propose an FR ⁃ VQA method that
considers luminance adaptation, spatiotemporal contrast sensi⁃
tivity and visual masking. Taking distortion detection and visu⁃
al masking effects into account, Zhang and Bull [35] exploit no⁃
ticeable distortion and blurring artifacts, and predict video
quality by adaptively combining these two terms through a non⁃
linear model. Visual attention is also an important part of
HVS, so some works have tried to investigate the impact of vi⁃
sual saliency or its implications in the field of VQA [36]-[38].
Based on the fact that HVS has the property of energy compac⁃
tion representation, He et al. [39] propose an FR⁃VQA method
by transforming the videos into the 3D discrete cosine trans⁃
form (3D⁃DCT) domain and exploiting the energy and frequen⁃
cy distribution with statistical models. In [40] and [41], several
perceptual⁃related features and methods are combined to boost
the performance. Recently, in [42], video multi⁃method assess⁃
ment fusion (VMAF) [41] is extended to embedding effective
temporal features, and the resulting two methods, called spatio⁃
temporal VMAF (ST⁃VMAF) and ensemble VMAF (E⁃VMAF),
show further improvement over the VMAF method.
3.2 Reduced⁃Reference Video Quality Assessment
Although FR⁃VQA methods have the most promising perfor⁃
mance, they have limited applications since the original videos
are usually unavailable in many real⁃world video applications.
On the other hand, NR ⁃ VQA is an extremely difficult task
since it does not have access to the reference information at
all. These call for a tradeoff between FR ⁃ VQA and NR ⁃ VQA
tasks, and RR⁃VQA aims to provide this compromise.
The goal of RR⁃VQA methods is to reduce the issue of high
bandwidth occupation in FR⁃VQA with minor sacrifice of per⁃
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formance. Video quality model (VQM) is an RR⁃VQA method
that first calibrates the reference video and the distorted video
then extract low ⁃ bandwidth spatial and temporal features to
predict video quality [43]. It only requires reference data of
around 4% of the size of the uncompressed video sequence,
which makes it possible to perform real⁃time in⁃service quality
measurements. For video quality monitoring applications, Mas⁃
ry et al. [44] exploit the multichannel decomposition of videos
using wavelet transform with a coefficient selection mechanism
that allows to adjust the bitrate of the reference video decompo⁃
sition. The reference bitrates can be as low as 10 kbit/s while
the proposed method keeps a good performance [44]. Gunawan
and Ghanbari [45] propose an RR⁃VQA for compressed videos
based on harmonics gain and loss information created by a dis⁃
criminative analysis of harmonic strength computed from edge⁃
detected images. Without explicit motion estimation process,
Zeng and Wang [46] directly examine temporal variations of lo⁃
cal phase structures for RR⁃VQA in the complex wavelet trans⁃
form domain. The resulting method is very easy to be adopted
by real ⁃ world video communication systems since it has only
five features with very low rate of reference information. Based
on the analysis of contrast and motion sensitivity characteris⁃
tics of HVS, Wang et al. [47] propose a spatiotemporal informa⁃
tion selection mechanism for RR⁃VQA to reduce the rate of ref⁃
erence information needed.
It is an issue for RR ⁃ VQA how to integrate features over
time axis. To predict video quality, Le Callet et al. [48] com⁃
bine three types of perceptual features (frequency content, tem⁃
poral content, and blocking effects) using a time⁃delay neural
network. It should be noted that the proposed method requires
the subjective scores provided by the SSCQE method. Zhu et
al. [49] propose a practical strategy for optimizing feature inte⁃
gration, which includes a linear model for local alignment and
a non⁃linear model for quality calibration.
In recent years, the research of RR⁃VQA has been consider⁃
ing natural scene statistics (NSS) since distortions can alter the
statistical regularities related to scene, i.e., change the NSS, ev⁃
idenced by IQA methods, e.g. naturalness image quality evalu⁃
ator (NIQE) [50]. Ma et al. [51] develop an RR ⁃ VQA method
that exploits spatial information loss with an energy variation
descriptor and exploits temporal information loss with temporal
characteristics of the inter⁃frame histogram modeled by a statis⁃
tical model. Soundararajan and Bovik [2] consider using Gauss⁃
ian scale mixture model to model the wavelet coefficients of
frames and frame differences, and then the measured spatial
and temporal information differences between the reference
and distorted videos are combined to predict video quality. ST⁃
RRED [2] is shown to have robust performance over a wide
range of VQA datasets. To further reduce complexity without
sacriﬁcing performance, Bampis et al. [52] propose the spatial
efﬁcient entropic differencing for quality assessment (SpEED⁃
QA). Like NIQE but unlike ST ⁃ RRED, SpEED ⁃ QA applies
NSS model in the spatial domain, and calculates local entropic
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differencing between reference and distorted videos. Since it
does not need to wavelet transform, SpEED⁃QA is much faster
than ST⁃RRED.
3.3 No⁃Reference Video Quality Assessment
In most practical video applications, the pristine videos are
unavailable. For example, during the video capture process, it
is incapable to capture“perfect”videos which are totally free
of distortions. The additional information of the reference video
also leads to high bandwidth occupation during video transmis⁃
sion. Moreover, people can perceive the video quality without a
reference video. Therefore, NR ⁃ VQA is a more natural and
preferable way to assess the perceived video quality. Over the
years, numerous efforts have been put into studying distortion⁃
specific NR⁃VQA methods which make assumptions on the dis⁃
tortion type. These methods focus on estimating the perceived
quality of videos with specific distortions, such as H. 264/AVC
compression [53], transmission error [54], [55], exposure distor⁃
tion [56], channel⁃induced distortion [57], shakiness [58], spa⁃
tially correlated noise [59], and scaling artifacts [60]. However,
less efforts have been put into developing non⁃distortion⁃specif⁃
ic NR⁃VQA methods. This is because non⁃distortion⁃specific
NR⁃VQA is more general and challenging since it is unaware
of distortion types. With the development and applications of
machine learning in the field of VQA, non⁃distortion⁃specific
NR⁃VQA has gained much attention in recent years. Here, we
give an overview of the recent advances in developing non⁃dis⁃
tortion⁃specific NR⁃VQA methods.
Some works extract frame⁃wise features and pool them over
the time axis to obtain the video ⁃ level features for quality as⁃
sessment. Xu et al. propose an NR ⁃ VQA method, called V ⁃
CORNIA, which is based on unsupervised feature learning
[61]. Spatial features are first extracted in a frame ⁃ wise way
based on a modification of CORNIA [62] with the max ⁃ min
pooling strategy. Then, a support vector regression (SVR) mod⁃
el taking these features as inputs is trained for approximating
frame quality to GMSD [32]. Hysteresis pooling [25] is finally
employed to pool the frame quality over temporal axis. Men et
al. use contrast, blurriness [63], colorfulness, spatial informa⁃
tion (SI) and temporal information (TI) for quality assessment
since they are important attributes that are related to the per⁃
ceived video quality [64]. The video ⁃ level features are repre⁃
sented by the average of these frame⁃level attributes over tem⁃
poral axis, and a feature combination model is proposed to map
the five attributes to video quality.
Some works further consider the information contained in
two adjacent frames, e.g., statistics of frame differences and op⁃
tical flow. Saad et al. develop an NR⁃VQA method, known as
VBLIINDS, which makes use of three types of features: spatial⁃
temporal features based on a natural video statistics (NVS)
model of frame differences in DCT domain, spatial naturalness
index using NIQE [50], and motion ⁃ related features, i.e., mo⁃
tion coherency and ego⁃motion [65]. Finally, these features are

mapped to video quality predictions by training an SVR model
with linear kernel. Manasa and Channappayya propose an NR⁃
VQA method, named FLOSIM⁃FR, which is based on the opti⁃
cal flow irregularities induced by distortions [66]. Besides, the
intra ⁃ patch and inter ⁃ patch irregularities are measured in a
frame⁃wise way while the distortion⁃induced flow randomness
and frame irregularities are measured based on consecutive
frames. The mapping between the extracted features and the
video quality score is also achieved by an SVR model. Unlike
the above methods, [3] and [67] are free of both distortion
types and subjective ratings, which belong to“opinion ⁃ free”
methods. Mittal et al. develop an efficient NR ⁃ VQA method,
named VIIDEO, which is based on quantifying the intrinsic sta⁃
tistical irregularities due to the existence of distortions and ex⁃
amining the inter ⁃ subband correlations for quality assessment
in the frame ⁃ difference domains [3]. By considering internal
generative mechanism of HVS, Zhu et al. propose a complete
blind VQA method based on spatio ⁃ temporal internal genera⁃
tive mechanism (ST ⁃ IGM) [67]. This method first decomposes
the video content into the predicted part and the uncertain part
by applying a spatio⁃temporal autoregressive prediction model
on adjacent frames, then employs an improved NVS model to
evaluate the quality of these two parts, and finally combines
the two quality scores with a weighted geometric mean.
The other works directly consider cubes of video slices to ex⁃
ploit the spatial, temporal, and spatio⁃temporal information si⁃
multaneously. Li et al. develop an NR⁃VQA method based on
an NVS model in the 3D⁃DCT domain, where the NVS features
of short video clips (of size 4×4×4) are extracted according to
the statistical analysis on basic spectral behavior, NVS shape
parameter, energy fluctuation, and distribution variation [68].
These NVS features are then pooled over temporal axis to get
the video ⁃ level features, and the principal components of the
video⁃level features are fed into a linear SVR model for quality
prediction. Li et al. [69] propose shearlet⁃ and CNN⁃based NR
VQA (SACONVA), an NR⁃VQA method based on 3D shearlet
transform and 1D convolutional neural network (CNN). 3D
shearlet transform is first employed to extract primary spatio ⁃
temporal features for video clips of size 128 × 128 × 128. 1D
CNN is used for exaggerating and integrating discriminative
parts of the primary features, followed by a logistic regression
for video quality prediction as well as a softmax classification
layer for video distortion classification. Shabeer et al. [70] ex⁃
tract spatio ⁃ temporal features by modelling the coefficients of
sparse representation of video slices, where the spatio ⁃ tempo⁃
ral dictionaries are first constructed by the popular k⁃singular
value decomposition (K⁃SVD) algorithm.

4 Challenges

Although the previous two sections show that great progress
has been made in the field of VQA research, there still re⁃
mains some challenges in bridging the gap between human per⁃
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ception and objective VQA. In this section, we discuss several
challenging issues, all of which are important aspects for over⁃
coming barriers on the road of developing objective VQA meth⁃
ods that correlate well with human perception.
4.1 Impact of Video Content
The video content diversity has a strong impact on the esti⁃
mation of perceived video quality since the occurrence proba⁃
bility of distortions and the human tolerance thresholds for dis⁃
tortions vary in different video content/scenes. Fig. 1 shows an
example, where the six videos suffer from almost the same lev⁃
els of distortion artifacts. However, the two different videos
with the same video content “NightSence”
(
,“DogsOnBeach”
,
or“ManUnderTree”
) have similar perceived quality, while the
two videos with different video content have very different per⁃
ceived quality. Specifically, comparing Figs. 1a/1b to Figs. 1c/
1d, we can see that“DogsOnBeach”has significantly higher
MOS values than“NightScene”
. This is because humans tend
to give a higher rating for day scene videos, compared to night
scene videos. Comparing Figs. 1e/1f to Figs. 1c/1d, we can see
that“DogsOnBeach”has higher MOS values than“ManUnder⁃
Tree”
. This is because humans are more sensitive to distor⁃
tions occurred in human videos than in landscape videos. The
depicted examples support that video content can affect human
perception on the perceived quality of distorted videos.
Most of the existing objective VQA methods do not fully

＇

＇

＇

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

▲ Figure 1. The six images are the first frame of six diferent distorted
videos in LIVE ⁃ Qualcomm [16]. The distortions in these videos are at
similar levels: a) NightSence, mean opinion socre (MOS) =35.7252; b)
NightSence, MOS=32.2755; c) DogsOnBeach, MOS=65.9423; d) DogsOn⁃
Beach, MOS=61.2497; e) ManUnderTree, MOS=52.5666; f) ManUnder⁃
Tree, MOS=57.2888. It can be seen that the perceived video quality does
strongly depend on video content.
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take the video content information into account, which may
cause the performance decline when the VQA methods are test⁃
ed on cross ⁃ content videos and thus cannot meet the require⁃
ments of real ⁃ world video applications that contain abundant
video content information. In the FR⁃VQA tasks, the reference
video contains the true video content information, therefore,
the FR⁃VQA methods usually have better generalization capa⁃
bility on cross⁃content videos than the NR⁃VQA ones. The im⁃
pact of video content on FR ⁃ VQA methods depends on how
these methods utilize the reference information. Some works
[36]- [38] focus on integrating visual saliency information into
the VQA methods. These methods somehow further take the
video content into account, since responses of human visual at⁃
tention rely on“salient”video content and other salient infor⁃
mation. NR ⁃ VQA tasks do not have the information of refer⁃
ence videos, thus they suffer a lot from the impact of video con⁃
tent. To bridge the gap between FR ⁃ VQA and NR ⁃ VQA, the
first problem to be solved is finding a solution of embedding
the video content information into NR⁃VQA.
Only NR⁃VQA methods are applicable to quality assessment
of videos with authentic distortions. The impact of video con⁃
tent on quality assessment of authentically distorted videos is
stronger than quality assessment of simulated distorted videos,
which is evidenced by the poor performance of state⁃of⁃the⁃art
NR⁃VQA methods on authentically distorted videos [15]-[18].
To bridge the gap between NR ⁃ VQA and human perception,
the video content effects must be considered.
4.2 Memory Effects and Long⁃Term Dependencies
There exist memory effects of subjects during subjective
VQA experiments, i.e., the memory of poor quality frames in
the past causes subjects to provide lower quality scores for the
following frames, even when the frame quality returns to ac⁃
ceptable levels after a time [25]. This is the evidence that long⁃
term dependencies should be considered in the field of VQA.
The existing methods consider relationships in limited adja⁃
cent frames and cannot handle the long ⁃ term dependencies
well. From IQA to VQA, it is an open problem on how to deal
with the memory effects and long⁃term dependencies in objec⁃
tive VQA methods.
4.3 Efficiency
Objective VQA methods can be used in real⁃world video ap⁃
plications only when they are effective and efficient. Most
works focus on developing effective methods that have high
performance, but less works aim at developing efficient meth⁃
ods which can run fast and even can be deployed in real⁃time
video applications. Even with a C ++ implementation, MOVIE
[1] spends 11 438 s (more than three hours) for estimating qual⁃
ity of videos in LIVE [12], where the running environment is
Windows 7 with 16 GB RAM and a 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7 pro⁃
cessor [31]. This computational speed is far from the require⁃
ments in real⁃time applications.
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Besides the computational efficiency, the memory efficiency
is also a problem. RR⁃VQA is a way to improve memory effi⁃
ciency and reduce bandwidth occupation. However, one should
also pay attention to improving memory efficiency in the algo⁃
rithm level if he wants his VQA method to be deployed in mem⁃
ory⁃limited applications.
4.4 Personalized Video Quality Prediction
MOS, representing the video quality given by the“average
user”, is not a suitable representation of video quality, since
there is no“average user”in reality [71]. The standard devia⁃
tion of subjective ratings may be large due to different users’
preferences. Although the quality distribution of subjects can
give more information about subjective quality of the video per⁃
ceived by humans, it still cannot reflect the personalized video
quality, which is very important for the next generation of mul⁃
timedia services. The perceived video quality varies from sub⁃
jects to subjects. To provide a satisfying quality of experience
(QoE) for each user, personalized video quality prediction is re⁃
quired for guiding the user⁃based video delivery optimization.
The subjective studies conducted in the laboratory environ⁃
ments only include limited number of subjects, which is not
suitable for studying the personalized video quality, and it
calls for crowdsourcing platforms to collect subjective ratings
from various subjects. The subjective studies should collect
the user factors of each subject, including physiological factors
(e.g., visual acuity and color blindness), socio ⁃ cultural factors
(e.g., educational and socio⁃cultural background), demograph⁃
ics (e.g., age, sex and nationality), and psychological factors (e.
g., mood and interest). Besides the environments and subjects
of subjective studies, the materials, i.e., the constructed video
databases, are required to contain enough video content to re⁃
flect the real distribution of videos in the applications.
The ultimate goal of personalized video quality prediction is
to achieve user ⁃ centered optimization and adaptation of video
applications. Quantifying the individual differences/preferenc⁃
es and embedding them into the VQA methods to reflect the
personalized video quality are challenging but will be desired
in the next generation multimedia services.
4.5 Quality Assessment of Newly Emerged Videos and Its
Applications
With the development of digital devices and multimedia ser⁃
vices, there are many emerging videos. These new videos have
some new characteristics, which may raise new challenges for
quality assessment research. Stereoscopic 3D video quality as⁃
sessment needs to further consider depth perception [72]; VQA
methods for low/standard dynamic range videos cannot directly
be used for HDR videos due to different dynamic ranges [73];
quality assessment of panoramic videos/first⁃person videos/free
⁃view point videos are needed with the development and popu⁃
larization of virtual reality technology [74]- [76]; etc. The
emerging videos become more and more popular, and they call

for new VQA methods. At the meantime, the progress on quali⁃
ty assessment of these new videos will encourage the develop⁃
ment of the new videos themselves. The developed quality as⁃
sessment methods can also guide the perceptual optimization
of video systems, e.g., the video restoration/enhancement/com⁃
pression systems of both traditional and newly emerged videos.
There are a good deal of challenges and opportunities in assess⁃
ing the quality of newly emerged videos as well as the quality
assessment guided perceptual optimization of video systems.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have reviewed previous works on VQA. Re⁃
markable progress has been made in the past decade, evi⁃
denced by a number of state⁃of⁃the⁃art methods (especially the
full ⁃ reference ones) correlating better with subjective evalua⁃
tions than traditional PSNR on synthetic distorted videos. How⁃
ever, FR⁃VQA and RR⁃VQA methods are not applicable to au⁃
thentic distorted videos since there is no way to access the ref⁃
erence video, thus we need NR⁃VQA methods in this case. Ex⁃
isting NR⁃VQA methods fail to estimate the perceived quality
of authentic distorted videos, which is the evidence that the
VQA research is far from mature. Then, we discuss the key lim⁃
itations and five challenges of the current VQA research. We
have the following statements. First, good objective VQA meth⁃
ods should not only consider the distortions, but also take the
video content information into account. Second, memory ef⁃
fects and long⁃term dependencies are observed in the subjec⁃
tive studies of VQA databases, and they should be examined in
developing objective VQA methods. Third, computational effi⁃
ciency and memory efficiency are still big issues of quality as⁃
sessment in real⁃time video⁃based applications. Fourth, by ac⁃
counting for user factors, more practical VQA methods should
consider predicting the personalized video quality instead of
the“average video quality”of all users. At the meantime,
VQA databases should provide raw data that include the user
factors of subjects, and the diversity of these databases (includ⁃
ing video content diversity and video distortion type and level
diversity) should be large enough to reflect the real video distri⁃
bution in the considered applications. Fifth, it is needed to de⁃
velop new VQA methods for newly emerged videos (e.g., HDR
panoramic videos). We also point out that how to apply the
VQA methods in the perceptual optimization of video systems
remains many challenges as well as great opportunities.
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